Students oppose move
SMC reps off SLC

In a letter to Student Life Council Chairman William Eagan, Rev. James T. Burtchaell, C.S.C., university provost, directed the Council to terminate St. Mary's College representation on it.

Dated December 9, but not distributed to SLC membership until yesterday, Fr. Burtchaell's letter stipulates, "The Student Life Council had incorporated members from St. Mary's College in view of prospective unification."

"Since that possibility is no longer before us, it is inappropriate for St. Mary's representatives to sit on a deliberative body for the University. Therefore, their membership should be terminated as of Dec. 1."

"On the otherhand, it appears to me to be an option of the Council to establish whatever liaison arrangements it wishes in order to assure that cooperation hitherto achieved may not be lost."

Student Towers' representative Floyd Kezele is sponsoring a proposal that would negate the directive.

Describing the problem that has plagued every SLC as "simply that the SLC has never bothered to define itself," student representatives at a caucus last week admitted that they failed during the first semester.

In a public statement written by Kezele and Richard Urda, South Quad SLC representative, the student caucus placed the blame for the SLC first semester failures upon the members of the committees who have failed to fulfill their responsibilities.

"A large part of this blame must be shouldered by the student members," said the report. "We did not provide the initiative to make the committees work. For the most part, committee meetings were held infrequently or not at all." University vice-president and general counsel Philip J. Faccenda, resigned as chairman of the planning committee. SLC representatives had suggested in December that Faccenda either resign or appoint a vice-chairman. His committee, which did not meet at all first semester, elected John Callen, North Quad representative, as its new chairman.

The steering committee, chaired by SLC vice-chairman Floyd Kezele, has postponed the monthly meeting of the body by two weeks, and has assigned all four standing committees substantial workloads, according to Kezele.

Kezele also said he plans to introduce several proposals personally at the next meeting. The first deals with an SLC override power to balance the veto of the Vice-President for Student Affairs.

The second proposal would give the SLC override power to balance the veto of the University Board of Trustees.

The rules and regulation committee will produce a complete evaluation of the Judicial System, 1970-72. Requested by the Board of Trustees, this report will be forwarded to its March meeting after SLC approval.

Additional assignments for the committee, include a response to Mr. John Koval's suggestions concerning the judicial boards; the traffic appeals board and electrical appliance fines in dormitories.

Steering committee members also requested the Hall Life Committee, headed by Buz Imhoff to report at the February meeting on "Life in the Halls: In View of the Trustees rejection of SLC proposals of past fall."

They must also formulate a philosophy of hall life and explore possibilities for establishing experimental halls.

Planning Committee assignments include implementation of a program for female health services and a program to guarantee displaced persons a chance at decent university housing if their dorm is chosen for coeducation.

Draft paranoia?

The lottery is today, y'know ...
**Mock Convention**

**Demo Chairman coming**

by Jim McDermott

An appearance by Democratic National Committee Chairman Lawrence O’Brian will highlight a Mock Democratic Convention planned for April 24 to 27 on the Notre Dame campus.

The convention, to be held in Stepan Center, is designed to give students a view of the presidential nomination process.

The Indiana primary will be a week after the convention.

Eric Andrus, co-ordinator for the project, will start the process of selecting delegates and candidate managers this month. The managers will first meet Feb. 10, and sign-ups for the 1000 delegates will start in the dining halls and Huddle on Feb. 21.

Prospective delegates will not be required to represent their states of residence. A one dollar fee will be required of all participants.

The convention will be organized similarly to the Democratic convention to be held in Miami, although it will be scaled down for logistical reasons. Since the delegates will be selected ahead of the meeting of the convention, Andrus hopes that the time would be useful for the committees, especially the platform committee.

Although the convention will meet at the height of the campaigning for the Indiana primary, there are no plans for any of the candidates to address the convention. Andrus explained that this was necessary in fairness to any candidate unable to speak. Candidates that will be on campus or in South Bend at the time will be invited to speak elsewhere on campus, however.

The Mock Democratic Convention at Notre Dame follows several seasons of Republican conclaves. In 1964, Henry Cabot Lodge was nominated, and in 1968, Mark Hatfield received the Convention’s nod.

Organizers of the convention, in addition to Andrus are: Joe Brehler, Bob Oldemiller, Dave Burch, and Steve Flavin, Student Union Academic Commissioner.

We want to talk to you about a career in law ... without law school.

When you become a Lawyer’s Assistant, you’ll be doing work traditionally done by lawyers — work we think you’ll find challenging and responsible. And Lawyer’s Assistants are now so critically needed that The Institute for Paralegal Training can offer you a position in the city of your choice and a higher salary than you’d expect as a recent college graduate. You’ll work with lawyers on interesting legal problems — and the rewards will grow as you do.

A representative of The Institute for Paralegal Training will conduct interviews on:

**WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9**

Inquire at Placement Office for exact location & interviews.

NOTE: If registration for th. seminar is filled, come anyway — we’ll try to talk to you. Or call us collect at the number shown below.

**The Institute for Paralegal Training**

13th floor 401 Walnut St. Phila. Pa 19106
(215) WA 5-0905
**World Briefs**

London - The political truce in the House of Commons over the Irish question broke Tuesday when the Labour Party, demanding that the security of Northern Ireland be controlled directly from London, forced a vote. Although the conservatives carried the division, the mood of the debate was reminiscent of the feelings over the Irish question of 50 years ago.

Londonderry - Roman Catholic areas of Londonderry were consumed with sorrow over the killings of 13 persons by the British Army there on Sunday. Stores, factories, and Roman Catholic schools were closed and black flags hung over the streets. Intermixed with the sorrow, however, was a mood of frantic vengeance against the British.

Dublin - Anti-British protests intensified throughout the Republic of Ireland with the British embassy in Dublin one of the main targets of the demonstrators again. Workers at Dublin airport refused to handle British aircraft, forcing British European Airways to cancel all flights to Dublin.

Washington - A State Department official said that the current round of Soviet-American negotiations on the limitation of strategic arms will end Friday without an agreement, but in a mood of optimism. The next round, which is expected to be the decisive one, will be held in Helsinki in March.

Washington - A $1.3-billion rural development credit fund was proposed by President Nixon in an attempt to stem the migration of people to the cities by promoting the economic growth of the countryside. The program would consist mainly of federal loan guarantees, 80 per cent of which would be administered by the States.

**On Campus Today**

- 10:00-4:00: exhibit and sale, graphic art, O'Sheag art gallery
- 2:00: lecture, William Hodge, the death of a Potawatomi village, Carroll Hall
- 7:00: lecture, Fr. James Burchell, St. Ed's Hall
- 8:00: lecture, William Hodge, Navajo urban migration from the perspective of the family, Carroll Hall

---

**Senior Bar**

Pre Mardi-Gras Warm Up
Live Music Featuring Chapped Lips

Thurs. Feb. 3 9 - 2
All Proceeds Go To Happy Day Care Center

**Reminder**

Happy Hour Wed. & Fri.
4:00 - 6:00
25¢ - beer  35¢ - shot
Sat. 7:00 - 9:00  10¢ - Beer

---

**Announcement**

It's About Time

It sure would be great to have all the time you need for all the things you like to do. And if your reading workload is keeping you from some of the finer things, here's an important suggestion. Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics will show you how to read 3 to 10 times faster with equal or better comprehension. Once you've mastered Evelyn Wood's method, your reading and studying time will be drastically reduced. You'll know some important secrets of test taking and be able to keep up better with your studies - as well as those social activities you're missing now. Time - that's what it's all about. Do something about it now.

ATTEND A FREE SPEED READING LESSON INCREASE YOUR READING SPEED 50 TO 100% ON THE SPOT TODAY 6, AND 8 P.M.

This free offer has been extended one final day due to the heavy demand.

AT THE CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION NOTRE DAME AVENUE ACROSS FROM THE MORRIS INN

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
Call it Back.

Back when merger hopes were at their grimmest - during the first few cold days of December - University Provost James T. Burcheaell, C.S.C. sent a letter to SLC Chairman William Egan, telling him, in so many words, to terminate St. Mary's participation in that council's operations. It was sad that the move was made - it was sad that the move had to be made. In fact, the whole unm merger mess was sad. But it does go.

Now, though, things have been straightened out. Or, at least, are on their way towards being straightened out. St. Mary's still has a stake in this University; still has a stake in student life. What they SLC does will be important to St. Mary's, since the SLC will be logically obliged to deal with more than a few of the myriad of problems the merger will bring.

It would therefore make good sense for Fr. Burcheaell to call his letter back, or to cancel it out. It would help ease some of the current Notre Dame - St. Mary's bitterness. It would in­stantaneously provide the two schools with an already established mutual - representation board over which they could discuss the terms of whatever bargain they try to strike. And it would be the best, and fairest, deal for both schools.

Ed Ellis - Variations on a Circus

The student body presidential elections for both Notre Dame and Saint Mary's are due in just about four weeks, and as yet, there has been no decision by either current Student Government concerning the relative merger-unmerger ability of the respective structures.

Some sort of decision may be made this week when the Notre Dame Student Senate meets. However if the Senate session is anywhere near as materially productive as the latest SMC Assembly meeting, we may be waiting a few more weeks before the final structure is an­nounced.

As of now, no negotiating committees have been set up, either jointly or separately. The two SBPs have met once to discuss the situation.

This, of course, brings us to the heart of the problem: com­munication between the two student governments has been negligible this year, particularly at the top levels. John Barkett and Kathy Barlow are two good presidents, but they are nowhere near each other in style, philosophy, priorities, or personality.

During the SMC un­merger protest, this problem became even more acute but it has existed all year.

This, of course is not to fault either party, or even to fault both, but merely to indicate that the setup next year must be different, and most people in both student governments realize this.

Several methods for insuring the required cooperation have been advanced.

First is the possibility of total merger. All but the most stubborn proponents of the merger gave up on this idea way back last December when the nun-tripped on the red carpet. Logistics, personal­ities, and common sense all forbid the operation of one student group in two distinct administrative machines, despite the glamour of the idea.

Second we can consider the possibility of total unm merger. This would entail pretty much the same election as last year. The strength of this idea is adaptability to changing circumstances. Its weakness is that two strangers could very easily be elected and another com­munications breakdown could result. One may recall the assurances of both candidate Barkett and candidate Barlow that they would cooperate fully with each other. They clearly haven't, and so the present system appears inadequate.

A third possibility is that of mandatory joint candidacy. This would require that all candidates run in pairs of tickets, so as to insure that each ND candidate would be able to work with someone at SMC and vice-versa. The catch is that the winning group Party A could find themselves working with guys from Party B, C or D. Only good luck and good management combined could insure complete cooperation.

This plan, however, has the advantage of requiring that each set of candidates at least demonstrate their willingness to cooperate by the gesture of joining with candidates from the other campus. The gesture seems more powerful than a mere statement or promise.

There is an interesting variation of this third plan that certainly bears some extensive consideration. Both the unm merger option and the joint candidacy option treat the East and West Campuses as two separate and distinct entities. Reality might blur these lines of distinction somewhat, and a classification better suited to reality might be that we should elect four officers to four separate joes. We then consider the campuses as one, working to a common goal, di­fferentiating between the two systems because both males and females need someone familiar with their respective systems in order to provide the best service.

We would like to see people run tickets, but we should elect four officers to four separate joes. We then consider the campuses as one, working to a common goal, dif­ferentiating between the two systems because both males and females need someone familiar with their respective systems in order to provide the best service.

We would like to see people run tickets, but we should elect four officers to four separate joes. We then consider the campuses as one, working to a common goal, differentiating between the two systems because both males and females need someone familiar with their respective systems in order to provide the best service.
The death of Student Power

When the Student Body President and, or the Observer claim that Notre Dame "isn't ready" for Co-ed dorms, they might bother to explain what they mean. If they themselves aren't ready, maybe they should take a walk back to prep school. If they feel a Co-ed dorm is in the interest of present and future students, maybe they should start moving on the idea, rather than granting all action to those elcs who are of course wiser. The pitiful resignation of student government and all other vocal "student leaders" to the will of the benevolent administration of the issue of a female dorm is the final example of student government's long antiquated death as a vocal aggressive advocate of student interests.

Since last spring it was clear that females would be living on this campus by September 1972. But now the Student Body President attempts to develop support for a Co-ed Dorm system on this campus. The statement that Notre Dame is "Not ready" is an admission that Notre Dame is years behind the pace of other major institutions who compete with Notre Dame for top students, and instructors.

The Universities of Chicago, Michigan, Ohio State, Iowa, Wisconsin, and dozens more have extensive Co-ed dorm programs. Gonzaga was admitted to this list four or five years ago, and now has a Co-ed dorm and 24 hour partitels. Arguments for Co-ed dorms are well suited to simple logic.

At any rate, I won't go into them here. The point is that the government has given up the fight before it was begun, in the name of reality. This type of "pragmatism" is antibacterial to the philosophy used by student government in the three previous years—years that brought unprecedented change in student life at Notre Dame. Four years ago Father Hesburgh said that parietal hours would never come to ND dorms as long as he was President. Luckily, three student body presidents refused to accept the administration's version of the plasantry. This year's student government is a bit too gullible, and has been convinced to see Notre Dame through that proverbal rear view mirror. There are many examples. John and Orlando sided with Biehle and Facenda, and not the majority of students and faculty over the horribly controversial issue of seating a girl on the SLC. (By abstaining.)

When the Trustees overruled the SLC and canceled dorm duties and longer parietals, the student government suggested that dorms show "responsibility" and wait a few years.

Last year the Student Body President promised of elected to merge student government immediately." Now, in a recent Observer interview, he says that Student government can not be merged until after the two institutions are merged. The failure of students to act as one organized unit during the recent merger crisis clearly shows the need for a commitment to unity that transcends existing structures.

But the merger crisis itself brings out the most glaring failure of this year's student "leadership," Student Government and the hall presidents sat back as years of work by other students was threatened. It took the determination of St. Mary's women to save the merger from the "invaluable," that Notre Dame men were prepared, by their "leaders," to accept.

There are more examples. Student Government has accepted the promise of the Trustees for Hall renovations, etc. They forget that the Krashna administration gave the same promises for the student center and the South Dining Hall as well. Where was the follow up on these commitments? If the student center seem to have been abandoned in hopes for a new Student Center — to be built some time in the future when the University sees fit.

Rather than accept this fate, Americans will go to any extreme to save face. Knowing this, national leaders will never put Americans in a position where their face might be lost. Instead, they gracefully surrender any momentary advantage they may have against the grimmest American in return do wonderful things for them.

The fact is that the United States is going to lose this war, and the grimmest American in return do wonderful things for them. The Star Spangled Banner" is played. When an American loses "face," everybody laughs at him and says he "has egg on his chin." When this happens, the rigid American code of honor makes cruel demands. The only way an American who has lost face can atone for the disgrace to his ancestors is by giving up hamburgers for forty days.

Wake up, Hanoi!

The night before the lottery

Twas the night before the draft lottery and all through the dorm, not a I-A was booking through that secret storm.

The crucifixes were hung on their walls in a farce a fear, in hopes that Uncle Sam would not find them there.

My roommate and I lay awake in our beds while visions of Vietnam danced in our heads. And he with his back and I with flat feet, tried to relax but could not fall asleep.

When out on the quad there rose such a clatter I could not get out of my book in fear of the matter. Away to the window I few with great speed, knocked over the Boones Farm while doing the deed.

The moonlight that fell upon the quad's dirty snow threw an austere light upon objects below. When to my shivering eyes should this mean, I knew in a flash it must be St. Nix.

When the U.N. was to accept the government's version of the plasantry, Father Hesburgh said that parietal hours would never come to ND dorms as long as he was President. Luckily, three student body presidents refused to accept the administration's version of the plasantry. This year's student government is a bit too gullible, and has been convinced to see Notre Dame through that proverbal rear view mirror. There are many examples. John and Orlando sided with Biehle and Facenda, and not the majority of students and faculty over the horribly controversial issue of seating a girl on the SLC. (By abstaining.)

When the Trustees overruled the SLC and canceled dorm duties and longer parietals, the student government suggested that dorms show "responsibility" and wait a few years.

Last year the Student Body President promised of elected to merge student government immediately." Now, in a recent Observer interview, he says that Student government can not be merged until after the two institutions are merged. The failure of students to act as one organized unit during the recent merger crisis clearly shows the need for a commitment to unity that transcends existing structures.

But the merger crisis itself brings out the most glaring failure of this year's student "leadership," Student Government and the hall presidents sat back as years of work by other students was threatened. It took the determination of St. Mary's women to save the merger from the "invaluable," that Notre Dame men were prepared, by their "leaders," to accept.

There are more examples. Student Government has accepted the promise of the Trustees for Hall renovations, etc. They forget that the Krashna administration gave the same promises for the student center and the South Dining Hall as well. Where was the follow up on these commitments? If the student center seem to have been abandoned in hopes for a new Student Center — to be built some time in the future when the University sees fit.

Rather than accept this fate, Americans will go to any extreme to save face. Knowing this, national leaders will never put Americans in a position where their face might be lost. Instead, they gracefully surrender any momentary advantage they may have against the grimmest American in return do wonderful things for them.

The fact is that the United States is going to lose this war, and the grimmest American in return do wonderful things for them. The Star Spangled Banner" is played. When an American loses "face," everybody laughs at him and says he "has egg on his chin." When this happens, the rigid American code of honor makes cruel demands. The only way an American who has lost face can atone for the disgrace to his ancestors is by giving up hamburgers for forty days.
by Jim Dixon

Assistant Dean Dr. Richard Thompson, a member of the South Bend draft board, last night asserted that "A freshman cannot count on completing his undergraduate program with a lot of slack-time number." Thompson spoke in Parley as a guest of the Parley Hall Academic Commission.

"So far as freshmen are concerned, if he's in school, he becomes draft eligible January 1, 1972. Nobody is going to be touched this year of that group whose numbers are drawn tomorrow." According to Thompson, "the legislation has been altered so that there is no more discrimination in favor of students."

The eligibility period for freshmen classified 1A today will extend for fifteen months beginning January 1, 1973. As a result of the elimination of student deferments and other changes are part of the new draft law signed in September, 1971. The provisions of the law include a uniform national call, elimination of parental and most occupational deferments, and the creation of a 1-H category. The 1-H category will be simply a holding category for those who are not going to be called, according to Thompson.

Upperclassmen with 2-S deferments will have to complete one-fourth of their degree requirements each year in order to maintain their present status. Those seniors with 2-S deferments will receive physicals in April and May of their senior year and can then be inducted according to lottery number in their birth year.

Doctor Thompson also commented that there may be "some difficulty" in applying for CO status since the application forms for this category are being rewritten at this time. Still one decision will have to be made which will have a deep and lasting effect on student attitude toward campus environment, since last November.

On April 29, 1971, the Student Life Council recommended that a "comprehensive study of all facets of student life be undertaken". At a subsequent meeting of the Board of Trustees this proposal was approved and the study authorized.

Father Heisburgh turned over responsibility for the project to Father J. Barkett, Student Body President, who has been working on a survey to determine the perceiving of and attitude toward campus environment, since last November.

"Father Blantz commented, "I obviously think such a survey or study is a very good idea. There are going to be many changes in student life within the next months and years, and many changes in student life are part of the new draft law signed in September, 1971. The provisions of the law include a uniform national call, elimination of parental and most occupational deferments, and the creation of a 1-H category. The 1-H category will be simply a holding category for those who are not going to be called," according to Thompson.

Upperclassmen with 2-S deferments will have to complete one-fourth of their degree requirements each year in order to maintain their present status. Those seniors with 2-S deferments will receive physicals in April and May of their senior year and can then be inducted according to lottery number in their birth year.

Doctor Thompson also commented that there may be "some difficulty" in applying for CO status since the application forms for this category are being rewritten at this time. Still one decision will have to be made which will have a deep and lasting effect on student attitude toward campus environment, since last November.

"Father Blantz commented, "I obviously think such a survey or study is a very good idea. There are going to be many changes in student life within the next months and years, and many changes in student life are part of the new draft law signed in September, 1971. The provisions of the law include a uniform national call, elimination of parental and most occupational deferments, and the creation of a 1-H category. The 1-H category will be simply a holding category for those who are not going to be called," according to Thompson.

Upperclassmen with 2-S deferments will have to complete one-fourth of their degree requirements each year in order to maintain their present status. Those seniors with 2-S deferments will receive physicals in April and May of their senior year and can then be inducted according to lottery number in their birth year.

Doctor Thompson also commented that there may be "some difficulty" in applying for CO status since the application forms for this category are being rewritten at this time. Still one decision will have to be made which will have a deep and lasting effect on student attitude toward campus environment, since last November.
by Jim Donaldson  
Sports Editor

Opportunity knocked for the Notre Dame hockey team last night, when the Irish had a chance to put the puck in the net. The Bulldogs gave the Irish a second chance to get the puck in the net during the first period when Bumbacco broke in on the MSU defense and sliced the puck past Pelt Duffy's strong safety, and MSU had Brad Van Pelt Duffy's strong safety, and MSU coach Gus Ganakas emp­
tied his bench. Digger followed suit five minutes later.

For the Irish, Gary Novak led the way with 3:27 gone in the period. Mrazek made a fine stop of a shot by Tom Hansen for another fast break bunny to make it 44-40.

The Irish almost scored again in the seventh minute, but Mrazek made a fine save on Cathcart and Green. Young added their final goal after Smith returned to the game at 11:25 and Mrazek made fine saves on Cathcart in the final 52 seconds of the period while Notre Dame had both Townsends on the boards just in front of the net and managed to escape unscathed.

The Bulldogs, who had been outshot, 26-13, in the opening period, didn't let their new scoring opportunity slip past. With Cathcart off the ice because of a holding penalty, UMD picked up a power play goal at 13:39. Greg Hubick set up the play, circling behind the cage and feeding Ness breaking in from the left. Ness took the pass and whipped a 16-footer into the lower right corner of the net.

Eighteen seconds later, the Bulldogs grabbed a lead which they never relinquished. Dave Roy took a pass from the rear of the net and flipped it to a wide open Regan, who shot quickly. Mrazek got his stick on Regan's shot but the puck caromed out in front to the Schafter, who flipped it in the net with 2:27 left in the period.

The Irish almost scored again in the seventh minute, but Mrazek made a fine stop of a shot by Cathcart and jammed it past Cathcart. MSU had also of course several chances to score but the Bulldogs were held in check by Irish netminder, Chris Cathcart. Chuck Noss and Merv Kryليك both broke in alone on Cathcart in the period but couldn't beat him.

Cathcart stopped a low shot by Ness while Kryليك's high blast hit the crossbar. The Bulldogs put up a lot of pressure on Cathcart in the final 53 seconds of the period while Notre Dame's Campbell and Regan were in the penalty box, but were still unable to score and the Irish hung on to their 1-6 lead.

Notre Dame's back was no better in the second stanza as both Pokey Traschel and Schafter lost the puck with short shots in the opening minutes.

Tom O'Mara, who had been outshot, 26-13, in the opening period, didn't let his new scoring opportunity slip past. With Cathcart off the ice because of a holding penalty, UMD picked up a power play goal at 13:39. Greg Hubick set up the play, circling behind the cage and feeding Ness breaking in from the left. Ness took the pass and whipped a 16-footer into the lower right corner of the net.

Eighteen seconds later, the Bulldogs grabbed a lead which they never relinquished. Dave Roy took a pass from the rear of the net and flipped it to a wide open Regan, who shot quickly. Mrazek got his stick on Regan's shot but the puck caromed out in front to the Schafter, who flipped it in the net with 2:27 left in the period.

The Irish almost scored again in the seventh minute, but Mrazek made a fine stop of a shot by Cathcart and jammed it past Cathcart. MSU had also of course several chances to score but the Bulldogs were held in check by Irish netminder, Chris Cathcart. Chuck Noss and Merv Kryليك both broke in alone on Cathcart in the period but couldn't beat him.

Cathcart stopped a low shot by Ness while Kryليك's high blast hit the crossbar. The Bulldogs put up a lot of pressure on Cathcart in the final 53 seconds of the period while Notre Dame's Campbell and Regan were in the penalty box, but were still unable to score and the Irish hung on to their 1-6 lead.

Notre Dame's back was no better in the second stanza as both Pokey Traschel and Schafter lost the puck with short shots in the opening minutes.

Tom O'Mara, who had been outshot, 26-13, in the opening period, didn't let his new scoring opportunity slip past. With Cathcart off the ice because of a holding penalty, UMD picked up a power play goal at 13:39. Greg Hubick set up the play, circling behind the cage and feeding Ness breaking in from the left. Ness took the pass and whipped a 16-footer into the lower right corner of the net.

Eighteen seconds later, the Bulldogs grabbed a lead which they never relinquished. Dave Roy took a pass from the rear of the net and flipped it to a wide open Regan, who shot quickly. Mrazek got his stick on Regan's shot but the puck caromed out in front to the Schafter, who flipped it in the net with 2:27 left in the period.

The Irish almost scored again in the seventh minute, but Mrazek made a fine stop of a shot by Cathcart and jammed it past Cathcart. MSU had also of course several chances to score but the Bulldogs were held in check by Irish netminder, Chris Cathcart. Chuck Noss and Merv Kryليك both broke in alone on Cathcart in the period but couldn't beat him.

Cathcart stopped a low shot by Ness while Kryليك's high blast hit the crossbar. The Bulldogs put up a lot of pressure on Cathcart in the final 53 seconds of the period while Notre Dame's Campbell and Regan were in the penalty box, but were still unable to score and the Irish hung on to their 1-6 lead.

Notre Dame's back was no better in the second stanza as both Pokey Traschel and Schafter lost the puck with short shots in the opening minutes.
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Eighteen seconds later, the Bulldogs grabbed a lead which they never relinquished. Dave Roy took a pass from the rear of the net and flipped it to a wide open Regan, who shot quickly. Mrazek got his stick on Regan's shot but the puck caromed out in front to the Schafter, who flipped it in the net with 2:27 left in the period.
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Tom O'Mara, who had been outshot, 26-13, in the opening period, didn't let his new scoring opportunity slip past. With Cathcart off the ice because of a holding penalty, UMD picked up a power play goal at 13:39. Greg Hubick set up the play, circling behind the cage and feeding Ness breaking in from the left. Ness took the pass and whipped a 16-footer into the lower right corner of the net.
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Notre Dame's back was no better in the second stanza as both Pokey Traschel and Schafter lost the puck with short shots in the opening minutes.
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